ROPE

Clean and softly rounded lines give the Rope modular sofa an expression that is
simultaneously minimalistic and full of character. A classic piping is highlighted as
the main detail of the design, marking the edge of the sofa in an understated and
fluid way. To achieve the highest levels of comfort, the Rope sofa is built with pocket
springs and foam, ensuring soft and supportive seating that shapes itself according
to body contours. The Rope modular sofa works well in widespread arrangements,
where modules and textiles mix into colorful and inspiring hang-outs.

Rope Modular Sofa

86 cm

86 cm

400 wide - chaise longue left armrest

700 pouf - small

67 cm

300 wide - left armrest

100 narrow - left armrest

120 cm

Rope Modular Sofa

86 cm
138 cm

400 wide - chaise longue center

710 pouf - large

86 cm

310 wide - center

86 cm

86 cm

110 narrow - center

138 cm

120 cm

105 cm

120 cm
120 cm

86 cm

86 cm

DESCRIPTION
Rope emphasizes flexibility and comfort in a modular design that offers
a wealth of opportunities for personal style. The design plays with curves
and dimensions in order to give Rope an expression that is simultaneously
minimalistic and full of character. A clean and simple piping is higlighted as
the main detail of the design.

800 cushion

400 wide - chaise longue right armrest

320 wide - right armrest

43 cm

120 narrow - right armrest

120 cm

120 cm

86 cm

47 cm

DESIGN
Hans Hornemann, 2016
138 cm

801 cushion

330 wide - open right

86 cm

150 narrow corner

86 cm

CONSTRUCTION
Rope sofa consists of a wooden frame with pocket springs. The frame is
covered in durable furniture foam all over, ensuring optimal sitting comfort.
The sofa features piping on all edges. The legs are made of black lacquered
wood and measure approx. 1,5 cm in height.

138 cm

30 cm

105 cm

MATERIAL
Body: HR Foam with Upholstery, Pocket Springs
Legs: Lacquered Wood

60 cm

120 cm

86 cm

340 wide - open left

UPHOLSTERY
Gabriel
Fame Hybrid

Gabriel
Breeze Fusion

JAB
City Velvet

Sørensen Leather
Victory

86 cm

Gabriel
Fame

LEGS
Black

120 cm

Rope Sofa Option

Rope Sofa Option

Modules 100 + 120

Modules 100 + 110 + 120

Rope Sofa Option

Rope Sofa Option

Modules 100 + 150 + 120

Modules 100 + 150 + 110 + 120

Rope Cushion 47x43cm

Rope Cushion 60x30cm

